Old Verbiage
A club holding a Licensed NAHRA Hunting Retriever Field Test shall offer prize ribbons
for outright award, which shall consist of three (3) streamer ribbons with center button
and rosette. Each center streamer shall be at least two inches wide and eight inches
long. The two side streamers shall be camouflage color. The center streamer shall be
tan color and shall be inscribed with the words "Qualifying Score," the name of the test
giving club and the test stake. The words "Licensed Hunting Retriever Field Test" must
also be included. A date tab separate from the streamers bearing the date of the Field
Test can also be utilized. The rosette shall be tan color and shall have the initials
"NAHRA" in the center button. If ribbons are given at Approved NAHRA Hunting Retriever
Field Tests, they shall be a solid color and may have one or three streamers (club’s
choice). All other requirements stated above apply to the Approved ribbons, with the
exception that the ribbon say “Approved Hunting Retriever Field Test.”

New Ribbon Policy - effective Sept 14th, 2006
At a minimum, clubs shall provide the following ribbons as an award of
qualification. The ribbons shall consist of:
!

three (3) streamers with a center button and at least one row of
rosettes

!

the rosette shall have “NAHRA” in the center button

!

the center streamer shall be at least two inches wide and eight
inches long

!

the two side streamers shall be similar in length and width

!

the color and/or pattern of the ribbon and streamers shall be chosen
by the club

!

the streamers shall be inscribed with the words “Qualifying Score”,
the name of the club giving the test and the test stake, as well as the
words “Licensed Hunting Retriever Field Test” (These could go on
separate streamers.)

!

a tab can also be attached with additional information, such as date
or location or title, if desired

This new ribbon standard has been developed to offer clubs more flexibility in
designing the qualifying ribbons. The design and color of the ribbons for
“Approved” qualifications (picnic tests) are left to the discretion of the clubs.
Invitational and Regional ribbons shall remain red, white and blue in color and
no other approved or licensed test may use these colors. The same minimum
requirements above shall be used for Invitational and Regional ribbons.

